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Cccam. cfg zgemma

Hi I am trying to get 2.1.3 to run instead of 2.1.2 on the DM500 with dark star II. There is no obvious way to remove 2.1.2 and although 2.1.3 loads and runs through the blue button. Cccam Info said it was not found. This method is created by the upmaker. Many linux-based sattelite
receivers require cccam files.cfg with your ccCam line information to work with Cccam Server Or Cardsharing Clients can ask their provider for CCcam files.cfg but nothing more. You can do it yourself and get things done. How to get Adobe Photoshop CC 2018 Portable | EssaCC Tutorial
hiplease every ccam, cccam cfg. for this box; zgemma h9many thanksThanks Master GNow how to install it in the box, iv'e try; tmp box file, upload,to transfer to tmp on the box, then remote control press menu, setup software M, scoll down to install local extension, press ok, but it says no
file can be displayed.??? Is there another way to install it? Which picture are you using? The simplest way that works on all enigma2 receivers is to copy the gpa to the usb stick, insert it into the receiver and follow the screen instructions. I use open-a tv image 6.2 I use open-a tv 6.2 image
usr /key FTP file ipk to /tmp folderPress button BluePluginsIPK InstallerMemory / tmpInstall extensionSelect login ipkPlease to see this link. [ How can I do that? Installing GPA files on each recipient of enigma2 Master GThis dreambox 900 is very complicated I have done everything to
make it work and nothing. Can I send you a box? obviously i will pay for the .hiDreambox 900 Dream Elite 6.0 image job, which oscam cam to use and where to install it please. usr/tmp/var/etc.. Zgemma h9 stuck in the boot, and it will not let me reset, any advice pleasemaster G the cccams
whether you recommend to use on zgemma h9 im using openatv 6.2 images. master G the cccams do you recommend to use on zgemma h9 im using openatv 6.2 images. Version attached to post Please sign in to see this link. will work on the series zgemma h9 and all images, not just
openatv. Hi guys. Buy second zgemma h2h &amp;amp; having trouble getting it going. Id grateful if anyone can help me as ive tried to insert my c line through the remote but when I went on the softcam panel it just showed mgcamd &amp;amp; no ccam? Can anyone explain this to me
please because it is completely different to my other h2h box running vix?Has been told many different things but was unlucky. Many thanks Please login to see this link. FTP CCcam.cfg to the /usr/keys folder. Thank you very much master g for your help. Very much appreciated. 5***** 15-
07-20, 13:07 #1 puchesed and where can I find cccam installment files. 15-07-20, 13:08 #2 15-07-20, 14:05 #3 Thank you and I did that but can't see the Cccam file.cfg anywhere. 15-07-20, 14:23 #4 you have to put your own files there. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Vu+ Ultimo 4K
with 3 TB HDD, Dual FBC (Sat) tuner, 1x Twin Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner Vu+ Solo 4K with 1TB HDD, dual FBC (Sat) tuner, 1x Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner Vu+ Solo 2 with HDD 1TB 'White Edition', 2x DVB-S2 tuner tuner HD2400 with 1TB HDD, Tuner 4x DVB-S2 Fixed 28.2E Technomate
65cm Mesh Satellite Dish with Inverto Unicable II/JESS LNB and Inverto Unicable Splitter Fixed 28.2E Sky Zone 1 45cm Satellite Dish with Octo LNB (All receivers installed with the latest Dev build) 15-07-20, 15:06 #5 I have placed my own cccam.cfg file but still do not show the plug in
cccam menu in the box. It just shows Oscam. The .ipk file in the temp does not have a disapproval bur there if nothing shows ccam in any folder. Is that true? This should appear some where? sorry for the trouble because this is my first time. 15-07-20, 15:39 #6 Originally Posted by king252
I have placed my own cccam.cfg file but still does not show the cccam plug in menu inside the box. It just shows Oscam. The .ipk file in the temp does not have a disapproval bur there if nothing shows ccam in any folder. Is that true? This should appear some where? sorry for the trouble
because this is my first time. That's the wrong name. This is CCcam.cfg Also make sure that you see the file extension, otherwise it will be CCcam.cfg.txt and you will never know that it has an added .txt Once you install the ipk and reboot box, nothing will be left in the /tmp directory.
(Restart the GUI will leave it there) 15-07-20, 15:43 #7 do not forget to enable cccam in the settings - see - on VU + DUO2 quad tuner with the latest HDD 1 TB + Openvix and VU + DUO2 FB tuner + Octagon SF800 8 FB tuner Triax 88 cm single rotor LNB 30 E-40 W 1 Gibertini 1.00 m
fixed - 3 quad LNB 19E-23.5E-28.2E 15-07-20, 5:14 p.#8. I've checked the CCcam.cfg and you're right. This is the correct file. But how do I enable this in the settings? Thank you 15-07-20, 17:19 #9 How to activate the softcam is as follows: Manager Blue &gt; Softcam Start you want. Make
sure it is set to autostart, it will have a check mark. 15-07-20, 17:27 #10 for plugin menu: settings - softcam - setting -set yes on cccam VU + DUO2 quad tuner with latest HDD 1 TB + Openvix and VU + DUO2 FB tuner + Octagon SF8008 FB tuner Triax 88 cm single rotor LNB 30 E-40 W 1
Gibertini 1.00 m fixed - 3 quad LNB 19E-23.5E-28.2E Page 2 15-07-20, 13:07 #1 Kust vomit and where can I find cccam installment files. 15-07-20, 13:08 #2 15-07-20, 14:05 #3 Thank you and I did that but can't see the Cccam file.cfg anywhere. 15-07-20, 14:23 #4 you have to put your own
files there. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Vu+ Ultimo 4K with 3TB HDD, dual FBC (Sat) tuner, 1x Twin Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner Vu+ Solo 4K with 1TB HDD, Dual FBC (Sat) tuner, 1x Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner Vu+ Solo 2 with 1TB HDD 'White Edition', 1x Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner
Vu+ Solo 2 with 1TB HDD 'White Edition', 1x Hybrid DVB-C/T/T2 tuner Vu+ Solo 2 with 1TB HDD 2x DVB-S2 Mut@nt HD2400 with 1 TB HDD, Tuner 4x DVB-S2 Fixed 28.2E Technomate 65cm Mesh Satellite Dish with Inverto Unicable II/JESS LNB and Inverto Unicable Splitter Fixed 28.2E
Sky Zone 1 45cm Satellite Dish with Octo LNB (All receivers installed with latest Dev build) 15-07-20, 15:06 #5 I have placed my own cccam.cfg file but still do not show cccam in the plug in menu inside the box. It just shows Oscam. The .ipk file in the temp does not have a disapproval bur
there if there is none ccam in any folder. Is that true? This should appear some where? sorry for the trouble because this is my first time. 15-07-20, 15:39 #6 Originally Posted by king252 I have placed my own cccam.cfg file but still does not show the cccam plug in menu inside the box. It
just shows Oscam. The .ipk file in the temp does not have a disapproval bur there if nothing shows ccam in any folder. Is that true? This should appear some where? sorry for the trouble because this is my first time. That's the wrong name. This is CCcam.cfg Also make sure that you see the
file extension, otherwise it will be CCcam.cfg.txt and you will never know that it has an added .txt Once you install the ipk and reboot box, nothing will be left in the /tmp directory. (Restart the GUI will leave it there) 15-07-20, 15:43 #7 do not forget to enable cccam in the settings - see - on
VU + DUO2 quad tuner with the latest HDD 1 TB + Openvix and VU + DUO2 FB tuner + Octagon SF800 8 FB tuner Triax 88 cm single rotor LNB 30 E-40 W 1 Gibertini 1.00 m fixed - 3 quad LNB 19E-23.5E-28.2E 15-07-20, 5:14 p.#8. I've checked the CCcam.cfg and you're right. This is the
correct file. But how do I enable this in the settings? Thank you 15-07-20, 17:19 #9 How to activate the softcam is as follows: Manager Blue &gt; Softcam Start you want. Make sure it is set to autostart, it will have a check mark. 15-07-20, 17:27 #10 for plugin menu: settings - softcam -
settings -set yes on cccam VU + DUO2 quad tuner with latest 1 TB HDD + Openvix and VU + DUO2 FB tuner + Octagon SF8008 FB tuner Triax 88 cm single rotor LNB 30 E-40 W 1 Gibertini 1.00 m fixed – 3 quad LNB 19E-23.5E-28.2E Hi had problems installing Cline into my zegmma
using it on virgin lines. have you restarted the ccam softcam after installing the line? Have you checked your network connection? Yes I have and the clean work is fine but am I having problems installing the cccam install line? copy the details to the new notepad file clikc file&gt;save as &gt;
all files type CCcam.cfg this will save it as a cfg file instead of dragging this cfg file to zgemma using an FTP program, the job is done installing the line? copy details to the new notepad file clikc file&gt;save as &gt; all CCcam type files.cfg this will save it as cfg file instead of txt file dragging
this cfg file to zgemma using ftp program, job done Where do I store it in zgemma what part, I have saved it under cccam.cfg by ftp ftp to usr / key open usr folder, scroll down until you find the key folder, open it, put the CCcam file.cfg there Hi I have done that and still no luck restarting the
box and still no one there is only one CCcam.cfg file in that folder? - There just needs to be. You made it and it's called CCcam.cfg do you have a CCcam2.3.0 softcam running on zgemma? I'm starting to think you've got h2h like me, I put this building in mine and tried for 48 hours to get the
line to load without the success of using h2h. There are examples of it happening to others as well do you try the CWS line and use mgcamd softcam? mgcamd? I have not tried that there are only two files in the cccam and mg.cfg files if the file has just been called cccam it will never work it
should be: CCcam.cfg - exactly as it is called sorry should be clearer. What did you end up using on your h2h? That's what I'm sorry to be. What did you end up using on your h2h? I ended up using grogbuild but if you haven't tried the CWS line and use mgcam softcam, you might want to
try this before reflashing the box How do I do that? Never use the cws line If your line starts with C: put it in the CCcam file.cfg as already said – make sure the first 2 C is modal or it won't work and check it doesn't end .txt or it won't work then either. If your line starts with C: put it in the
CCcam file.cfg as already said - make sure the first 2 C is modal or it won't work and check it doesn't end .txt or it won't work then either. Hey all thanks for the help I have solved the problem, I need mgcam, but thanks for everyone your response. mgcamd is cam - this already exists in
Wooshbuild ... I assume you mean you need the newcamd.list file to be used with mgcamd? - this is only if you have a CWS line and not a C line: Then this will work in cccam files.cfg if you set it up correctly. Page 2 I'm not sure why not I just bought a new line and it worked right away It
might just be in a different format that doesn't need to be changed. I bought another box within two weeks I wanted to use that line with it. How do I change the format? Forgive me because my real new zgemma box has been using openbox for a long time but obviously they don't work
anymore due to sly and changes or transponders. You only need to use the C line: in the CCcam file.cfg placed in the lock folder and enable CCcam in the softcam panel. It never had the option to cccam in the softcam menu only mgcamd and oscam. I have done everything and it never
worked, other users here also say he has the same problem with cccam. Welcome you to try the line I bought but for me cccam does not work. I have done everything and it never worked, other users here also say he has the same problem with cccam. Welcome you to try the line I bought
but for me cccam does not work. Yes I can do that for you – just my inbox but may not have a chance to see until tomorrow. I put it in my cfg and use.keys not but I am out now but I will ask in the future if you don't mind, because I will buy another box for the lower floor of my house. couple



problem is just my inbox i just managed to quickly check and the line will not work on CCcam or mgcamd ... Not that 24-hour line? For info. I have 4 cccam servers and I see only 3 servers displayed. In CCcam.cfg's all Clines. So I wrote the first 5th line clone and there are all servers. So I
delete the first line in CCcam.cfg and I leave it blank. I think this is the correct format on CCcam.cfg on the image egami 7 7 from Le 1 Pro I use Tapatalk Tapatalk
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